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ABSTRACT 
In this note a multinomial extension of a result of Knuth is presented which allows 
very simple proofs of complicated multinomial coefficient identities. Proofs are given 
of the "multinomial theorem" and of Hurwitz's generalization of Abel's identity, the 
latter a well-known generalization of the binomial theorem. 
1. QUOTATIONS FROM KNUTt4 [21 
A triple (U, V,f) is a T-graph (essentially a set of  trees) if V is a finite 
set of  vertices, U C V, andf i s  a function from Uinto Vsuch that there are 
no "cycles," i.e., no vertices x with fro(x)~- x for some m > O. 
Let W be a family of  non-empty disjoint sets, and let V = U w, i.e., 
v = Uc~ C. With a different terminology, V is a finite set of  vertices, 
partitioned into the classes given by W. Let ff be an arbitrary directed 
graph on the elements of  W; for C ~ c~, ~(C) is the set of  all C '  such that 
C' ~ c6 and there is an arc from C to C'  in ~. 
Let ~ be a subset of  cs A JY--structure is a T-graph (U, V,f) for 
which U = U Jg', V = U c~ and if u ~ C ~ S ,  then f(u) ~ U ~(C). 
Using a theorem of Tutte [3], Knuth proves that the number of  
(T-graphs on V satisfying the "chromatic constraints" ~(-structures 
of  ~) is 
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with .4 a matrix the rows and columns of which are indexed by the 
elements of dU; and with 
Acc' = -- [ C' c~ U (r for c c ' ,  
.4cc  = ]U - c .  
I 
2. A MULTINOMIAL EXTENSION OF A COROLLARY OF (1) 
I f  ~ is a directed graph on {(71, C~ ,..., Cm, R}, and if 
p(na ,..., nm, ua + u~ § "" + u,) 
is the number of {Ca, (72 ..... Cm)-structures according to (1), with 
n, = [ Q[  and ua -+- "'" + u, = [ R I, then the following convolution 
formula holds: 
I'll 112 
"'" k22 "'" k~2 "'" k~-  
• p(kn,  k21 ,..., kml, ul) 
X P(/12 , k22 ..... kin2, u2) 
.-. 
X p(kl~, k2~ ,..., k~,  u~) 
= p(nl, 112 . . . .  , r im,  U 1 At- U 2 -[-  "'" -~- Ur)  , (2) 
where the index of summation extends over all compositions (kja ,..., k~,) 
of n~. into exactly r non-negatiye parts for j = 1 ..... m. 
The proof of this convolution formula follows the proof of the restricted 
version of this result (given on page 1085 of Knuth [2]), replacing con- 
sideration of 2-compositions of the relevant sets and binomial coefficients 
by r-compositions and multinomial coefficients, and with the summation 
in (2) extending over all r-compositions of each of the na, n2 ..... nm. 
From this point, an infinitude of multinomial coefficient identities falls 
out easily; two of these identities, resulting from the very simplest chro- 
matic constraint graphs, are especially noteworthy. 
Let Jg '={C},  r~={C,R},  n=lC[ ,  Ul - ] -u2 -~ ' " -~-Ur=[R[ ,  
and let ~ be the following directed graph: 
C--+ R 
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Application of  (2) yields the "multinomial theorem": 
( n ) klk . . . .  Ukr=(U l+U2+. . .+Ur )~.  
kl k2 "'" kr ul u2 
With a loop at C, ff becomes the directed graph 
(C~R 
and application of (2) yields 
H 
2 (~q ~ ... k )  u~r + k~) k1-1 ... U/Ur + ~)k~-~ 
= (ux + "'" + ur)(u~ + ... + u~ + n) ~-~, 
which is a form of  Equation VI of  [1], Hurwitz's generalization of  Abel's 
identity. Knuth obtained this for r = 2. 
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